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Abstract. We show that, in a free partially abelian monoid generated by a finite alphabet A, the 
subset [X*] of A* containing all the words equivalent to a product of words of X is rational if 
X is a finite set of words, each word containing at least one occurrence of any letter of A_ We 
suppose that the graph the vertices of which are letters of A and the edges of which correspond 
to noncommuting pairs of letters is connected. 
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Introduction 
A free partially abelian monoid is a monoid having a finite alphabet as generating 
set and in which all relations are of the form ab ~ ba for some a, b in A. These 
monoids have been studied by Cartier and Foata [1] in order to establish com- 
binatorial properties on words associated with permutations. More recently, they 
have been considered as a model for representing a sequence of instructions to be 
executed by a machine: in some cases, exchanging two consecutive operations has 
no effect on the result of the calculus and these instructions may commute. Consider, 
for example, the following four instructions: 
x :=x+l ;  y :=y*x ;  y :=y+2;  x :=x+5 
that we will denote by a, b, e and d respectively. Clearly a and c, a and d, c and 
d are commuting whereas no other pair is. 
In this framework, FI~ and Roucairol [5] were led to consider a finite set X = 
{xt, x2 , . . . ,  xp} of words over an alphabet A in which some commutativity relations 
ab = ba hold. They investigated the subset [X*] of A* containing all the words 
equivalent to a product of words of X and proved that (denoting by alph(w) the 
set of letters of A appearing in the word w), if the words xi satisfy the two following 
conditions: 
(i) alph(xi) c~ alph(xj) = 0 for all i, j = 1 , . . . ,  p, 
(ii) a, b ~ alph(x~) are such that ab # ba for all x~, 
then [X*] is a rational subset of A*. 
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Cori and Perrin [3] generalised this result to the case where X is not necessarily 
finite but such that the set [X] of words equivalent o a word in X is a rational 
subset of A*. Note that this is not true for any subset of A* as if one takes A = {a, b}, 
X = {ab} and ab ~ ha, then clearly IX*] is the set of words of {a, b}* containing as 
many times the letter a as they contain the letter b, and it is well known that this 
set is not rational. 
In this paper we prove a new result, obtaining the rationality of X* if the graph, 
the vertices of which are the letters of A and in which the edges correspond to 
noncommuting pairs of letters, is connected. In that case, if X is a finite set of 
words each containing at least one occurrence of any letter a of A, then IX*] is 
rational. As a consequence we can consider the set ~(w) of words commuting with 
a given word w and prove that it is a rational subset of A*; moreover, there exists 
a finite number of words ul, u2 , . . . ,  Uk such that ~(w) -- [ (u l , . . . ,  Uk)*]. 
1. Preliminary results on partially abelian free monoids 
Let A be a finite alphabet, A* the free monoid generated by A, and e the empty 
word of A*. The length of a word of A* will be denoted by I wl and the number of 
letters of w equal to a by I wlo. 
The shuffle product of two words v and w, denoted by v m w, is the subset of A* 
containing all the words u such that there exist words v~, v2,. • •, Vk, Wl, W2, • • . ,  Wk, 
satisfying 
/3= /J1/32... Vk, W --~- WI  W2 . . . Wk ,  U : I ) I  W l  l )2W2 . . . VkW k .  
The word v is a subword of the word u if there exists a w such that u is an 
element of v ua w. 
A partial commutation ~- of A* is a congruence generated by a symmetric relation 
O on A. More precisely, if O is such a relation, we denote ab ~- ba if (a, b) ~ O and 
define u = v for two words u and v if there exist w~, w2, . . . ,  Wk such that wm= u, 
W k ~-- I) and, for i=  1 , . . . ,  k, wi = w[abz[,  wi+l = w[baz[ with (a, b)s  O. 
The monoid A*/~-  will be denoted by M(A,  0 ) .  
The following proposition (of. [3]) is very useful in order to verify the equality 
of two words in M(A,  0 ) .  
For any subset B of A, let HB be the morphism of A* in B* given by 
VbeB : I IB (b )=b,  
'Ca ~ A \B :  l I s (a )  = e. 
If B = {a~, a2 , . . . ,  ak}, then Ha will also be denoted by l Id , , ' ' ' ,  ~k" 
Proposition 1.1. Let u and v be two words o f  A*;  then u ~ v i f  and only if:  
(i) Va~A : lu lo=lv lo ,  
(ii) V(a,  b)c~ O: H~.b(U)=Ho.b(v).  
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Proposition 1.2. Let t, u, v, w be words o f  A* such that uv ~- wt and w is a subword 
of  u; then there exists a u' verifying u ~- wu'. 
Proof. The proof follows by induction on the length of w. If  w is the empty word, 
Ihen the result is clear. Let w = w~ a where a is a letter of A, w~ is also a subword 
af u and by the inductive hypothesis there exists a u~ such that u = w, u~. As -~ is 
left simplifiable (use Proposition 1.1) we obtain u~v = at and a is a letter appearing 
in u'~. 
' '=  u~au'3 with lu lo =0 and a commutes with each Then u~ can be written as u~ 
letter of u~ by Proposition 1.1; so, u~ = au~ u'3 which ends the proof. [] 
Corollary 1.3. If u, v and w are such that uv "- w k, then there exist Wl, w2,..., wp, 
' such that W~,..., Wp 
w,w~ = w for  i = 1, . . . , p and u = wl w2. . . wp with Iw l lw2l . . . lw ,  I. 
Proof. The proof follows by induction on the length of u. The corollary is of course 
true for u = e. Let w~ be a word of maximal ength such that w = w~ w~ and w~ is a 
subword of u; by Proposition 1.2 we have u-~ w~ u' and v= w'~v'. Thus u 'v '= w k-~, 
applying the inductive hypothesis we obtain the existence of w2, . . . ,  wp, w~, . . . ,  w'p 
such that u '= W2. . .  Wp, W2WI2 ~" W, . . . ,  WpWp ~" W'~ and Iw2[ I> Iw3l ~>" • • I> [wpl. The 
maximality of the length of w~ and the construction of this word ends the proof of 
the corollary. [] 
Proposition 1.4. Let A be the disjoint union o f  alphabets A~, . . . ,  Ap and 0 be such 
that a ~ Ai, b ~ Aj, i # j, imply ( a, b) ~ O. Then a word u is equivalent o w by ~- i f  
and only i f  it is in the shuffle product o f  words Ul, . . . , up, each ui being a word o f  A*  
equivalent o HA, ( w). 
We write this fact by [w]=tui={ [1-IA,(W)], denoting by [X] the set of all words 
equivalent by -~ to a word in X. 
Proof. Let w' be a word ofm~-~ [HA,(W)] and a and b two letters uch that (a, b) ~ O; 
then by property of the alphabet there exists an Ai such that a, b ~ Ai and H~,b(W') = 
H,~b(u~) where ui is in [HA,(w)]. Using Proposition 1.1 for the alphabet Ai we get 
lI~.b(ui) = II~.b(IIA,(W)) but this last word is//~.b(w); also, by Proposition 1.1, w = w'. 
Conversely if w' is such that w- -w' ,  then I IA , (W)=HA,(W')  by Proposition 1.1 
and I IA,(W')~ [IIA,(W)]. As a word of A* is an element of the shuffle product of its 
projections on the disjoint alphabets A ,  we get 
i=p 
tu [/-/A,(w)]. [] 
i= l  
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2. Rationality of [w*] 
Let - be a partial commutation on A*. The following directed graph F(w) 
associated to a word w of A* is of great help in order to build the set [w] of words 
equivalent to w by "=-. 
A word w of A* may be considered as a mapping of { 1, 2 , . . . ,  m} in A where m 
is the length of w; then F(w) is the directed graph the vertices of which are the 
numbers 1, 2 , . . . ,  m and the arcs are given by the couples i, j such that i < j  and 
( w(i), w(j)) ~ 6). 
Example. Let @ be defined on the alphabet a, b, c, d by ad ~-da, bc ~-cb, cd ~-dc 
and let w be the word abcad ; then F(w) is the graph depicted in the diagram below: 
> ) 5 
4 
Note that the graph F(w) is acyclic as every path in F(w) is a sequence of strictly 
increasing integers. 
A total order <~ on the set of vertices of F(w) is said to be compatible with F(w) 
if for all arcs (i , j)  of F(w) one has'i  <~j. 
Of course, a total order <~ may also be considered as a permutation cr on the 
set of vertices. 
Example. The total orders compatible with the above graph are the following: 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2, 5, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 5, 4, 1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 1, 3, 2, 5, 4. 
For any order <~ such that il <~, i2 <~""  <~ im we define the word w(cr)= 
w(il)w(i2).., w(im) and have the following property. 
Proposition 2.1. The set of words equivalent to w is the set of w(tr) for the orders <~ 
compatible with F ( w ). 
Proof. Let us first examine w(tr) for <~, compatible with F(w), and denote w(cr) 
by w'. Clearly, [w[a = ]w'[a for any a in A, as cr is a permutation on {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}. 
If a and b are two letters which do not commute ((a, b) ~ O), let j~ <j2 <" " "<Jp, 
k~ < k2<- • • < kq be all the integers uch that w(j~) = a and w(k~) = b, then there 
exists an arc in F(w) between each j,,, k,, joining the least one to the greater and 
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any order <~ preserves the natural order on j l  ,J2, • • • ,jp, k l , .  • •, kq. Thus II,,.b(w) = 
IIa, b(w') and w= w' by Proposition 1.1. 
Conversely, let us prove by induction on the length of w that for any word w' 
such that w '= w there exists a permutation tr compatible with F(w) such that 
w'= w(tr). The result is of  course immediate if the length of w is one. 
Consider w = w~ a and w'= w~ aw~ where Iw lo --0; then a commutes with all the 
! I ! ! 
letters in w2 and w~ "" WlW ~. By induction there exists a t r  such that wm(tr)= WlW 2 
is compatible with F(w~), but the graph F(w) is obtained from F(w~) by adding 
the vertex m and one arc from i to m for each i such that w(i) does not commute 
with a. Let o'! be the permutation containing the Iw~[ first symbols of o-, and tr 2 be 
the one containing the [w~[ last symbols; then, clearly o-'= tr~ mo-~ is compatible 
with F(w) and w'= w(o-) which ends the proof. [] 
Recall that a directed graph is connected if for any couple x, y of vertices there 
exist z~, . . . ,  z, such that x = z~, y = zn and z ,  z~+~ or z~+~, z~ is an arc for each i = 1, 
2 , . . . ,  n - 1. We now consider the graph F(w k) associated with a power of a word 
w in A*. 
Theorem 2.2. Let A be an alphabet of ko letters, 0 a symetric relation on A and w a 
word such that F(w) is a connected irected graph. Then for any k> ko the graph 
F(w k) satisfies: there is a path joining i and j for any i<~ Iw[ and j>  kolw[. 
ProoL Let m denote the length of w. 
For any integer i, 1 ~< i ~< k, we denote by Fi the set of vertices j of F(w k) verifying 
( i -  1)m <j<~ ira. We have to prove that there is a path from any element in F~ to 
any element in Fk for k t> ko. For a vertex x in F1 we denote also by Fx, i the subset 
of F~ consisting of the vertices j such that there exists a path from x to j. 
Clearly, if x is in F l ,  then F~.2 is not empty because if w(x)= a, then by the 
connectivity of F(w) there exists at least a y such that w(y) = b and (a, b) ~ O. 
Then considering the vertex y+m of F(w k) it is clearly an element o f / '2  as 
m<y+m<~2m and y+meF~,2. 
If y is an element of F~.i let us verify that y + m e F~,~+~ ; if (z, y) is the last arc 
of the path joining x to y, then wk(y) and wk(z) do not commute but  wk(y + m)= 
wk(y) and (z ,y+m) is also an arc of F(w k) which gives a path from x to y+m. 
To end the proof  we will show that if F~.i is not equal to F~, then F~.~+~ contains 
strictly more vertices than F~i. 
By the connectivity of F(w) if Fx.i is not equal to F~ there exist y in F~ and z 
of Fi\F~ such that wk(z+ m) and wk(y) do not commute, and because y<~ im< 
z+ m there exist an arc from y to z+ m in F(w k) and a path from x to z+ m. Thus 
using different constructions we have shown that the F~,~ are sets the number of 
elements of  which is strictly growing until it reaches m. Then, as Fi has m elements, 
for i > m we have F~.~ = F~ which gives the result. [] 
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Remark 2.3. If we consider the relation O (the complement of O) of the letters 
which do not commute and the undirected graph (A, O) the vertices of which are 
the letters of A and the edges of which are the pairs of letters which do not commute, 
then a word w containing all the letters of A at least once verifies that F(w) is 
connected if and only if (A, O) is connected. 
Remark 2.4. If (A, O) is a connected graph and if w~, w2, . . . ,  W k are words 
containing each one at least one occurrence of any letter of A, then a similar result 
holds for F(w iw2. . .  Wk) if k> ko. It suffices to define F~ as the set o f j  such that 
m~ + m2 +-  • • + mi-i <j<~ ml + m2+-  • • + mi where mi is the length of w~. 
Corollary 2.5. I f  F (w)  is a connected irected graph, then there exists an integer ko 
such that i f  k>/Co and if  the words u, v verify uv= w k and lul> kolwl, then u~-wu'. 
Proof. Let us consider the graph F(wk);  then, by Proposition 2.1, uv is of the form 
wk(tr) with <~ an order compatible with F(wk) .  Let il < i2 <" • • < ip < ip+l <" • • < in 
be this order with lul =p. As p > kolw[, there exists at least an element i~ with a <p 
such that i,~ ~ Fk for k > ko. By Theorem 2.2 all the vertices 1, 2 , . . . ,  m appear in 
i~, i2 , . . . ,  ip and u contains a subword w' equivalent to w by - .  By Proposition 1.2 
this gives u ~- w'u' and the result follows. [] 
Remark 2.6. By the above remarks we can prove that if w~, w2, . . . ,  wk are words 
each containing all the letters of the alphabet A and if (A, O) is connected, then 
uv=wlw2. . .  Wk and [ul>kolw I (where ko is the maximum length of w~) imply 
U ~ W I U I. 
Theorem 2.7. Let ~ be a partial commutation on A, and w a word of  A* such that 
F (w)  is connected; then [w*] is a rational subset of  A*. 
Proof. Let ko be the integer given by Corollary 2.5. Denote by 6e the set of all words 
s = Ul u2 . . .  up such that Isl kolwl and there exist v~, v2 , . . . ,  vp verifying uiv, "" w 
and lu, I >I lu,÷il > 0. 
Clearly, 6e is a finite subset of A*; denoting [w*] by L, we consider the subsets 
u-~L={vl uv~ L}. 
We have to show that there does not exist an infinite number of different u- lL  for 
u in A*; to prove that we shall verify that for any u in A* there exists an s in 5e 
such that u-~L= s-~L (if u- lL#O) .  
If u is of length greater than kolwl and if u-~L is not empty, then, by Corollary 
2.5, u "-" wu' and u-l  L = u'-~ L because 
vEu- IL  ¢:~ uv~-~w k ¢:~ wutI)~-W k (:7) g l tD~W k- I  ~ v~u,-~L. [] 
By the above remarks we have in fact proved a slightly more general result. 
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Theorem 2.8. Let = be a partial commutation o f  A such that the graph (A, 6 )  is 
connected. Let w~, w2, . . . ,  Wk be words of  A* each containing all the letters of  A at 
least once. Then [(wl, w2 , . . . ,  Wk)*] is a rational subset of  A*. 
3. The commutator of a word in M(A, 0) 
It is a well-known result on the free monoid that the set ~(w)  of all words 
commuting with a given word w consists of all powers of a single word u, which 
is the shortest word such that u k = w for a certain integer k. In the case of free 
partially abelian monoids this result does not hold as the following example shows. 
Example 3.1. Let A = {a, b, c} and A* /= be the free partially abelian monoid in 
which ac ~- ca. Then the set ~(abc) = {u[ uabc = abcu} is equal to (ab(acb)*c)*. We 
can remark that this is rational and also that ~g(abc)= [(abc)*]. 
These remarks hold in fact for any w and we will show in the following paragraph 
that, for any w, ~(w) is a rational subset of A* and that ~(w) /~-  is a finitely 
generated subset of A*/~-. 
Let us first examine the following elementary case. 
Definition 3.2. A relation of partial commutation on A is said to be elementary 
if for any letter a of A there exists at most one letter b which does not commute 
with a. 
For such a relation let A~, A2, . . .  , A k be all the alphabets consisting either of a 
letter commuting with every other letter or a pair of letters which do not commute. 
Then clearly the A~ define a partition of A, and if a and b belong to different A{s, 
then they commute. 
Proposition 3.3. Let ~- be an elementary relation o f  partial commutation. Then for 
any word w there exist words ut, u2, . . . ,  Up such that alph(u~)nalph(uj )=0 and 
{uluw -wu} = = tu ,=,  (u,)*. 
Proof. Let Ai be the alphabets defined above and let wi be the image of w on the 
A~ (wi =/-/A,(W)); if V is such that vw= wv, then v~w~ = w~vi. This implies because 
the Ai are free monoids that vi = u k', where ui is the shortest word verifying w~ = u m, 
for some integer m~. But as the A~ are disjoint alphabets, we can apply Proposition 
1.4 which gives the result. [] 
This proposition implies the rationality of ~(w)  in the elementary case, since it 
is well known that the shuffle product of two rational subsets is still rational. In the 
general case the following lemma due to Clerbout and Latteux [2] will allow us to 
end the proof. 
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Lemma 3.4. For any relation of  partial commutation ~--A there exist an alphabet B, 
an elementary partial commutation ~-B and a morphism g~ of A* in B* such that 
v ¢::, ,p(u) 
Proof. Consider the alphabet B = A u {ab[ a, b E A, (a, b) ~ O} and the relation -~a 
given by 
xy =8 yx for all x, y in B except for those such that x = ab and 
y = ba for some a and b. 
Clearly, ---s is an elementary partial commutation. 
For any letter a of A* let bl, bE,. •., bp be the letters of A which do not commute 
with a and let us define q~(a) = aabl . . .  a t , .  Let us prove that -~B and q~ satisfy the 
relations of the lemma. 
Define fla.b to be the morphism of A* in B* given by fl~,b(a) = ab, fla, b(b) = ba. 
Then clearly for every pair a, b such (a, b)~ O we have 
fla, b[II,,,b(U)]= IIa~b~(~(U)). 
Also, the projections of u and v on the alphabets of two noncommuting letters a, 
b are equal if and only if the projections of ~v(u) and ~o(v) on {ab, b~} are equal. 
Then Proposition 1.1 ends the proof. [] 
Corollary 3.5. For any word w the set of  all words u such that uw = wu is a rational 
subset of  A *. 
Proof. The lemma implies the existence of B, -~B and ~. If u is such that uw ~- wu, 
then, by the lemma, (p(u)(p(w)= q~(w)~p(u) and q~(u) is an element of ~(q~(w)). 
But as -~B is elementary, ~(q~(w)) is a rational subset of B*. But, by the above 
lemma, ~(w)  = q~-lA((p(w)) and is also a rational subset of A*. [] 
In what follows we will prove that ~F(w) is finitely generated. In order to prove 
this fact we examine the way in which a word is built using its projections on two 
letter alphabets. 
Let A be a finite alphabet and "-- a partial commutation on A. In the sequel, 
Ai, A2, . . . ,  Ap will denote all the subsets of A consisting of two noncommuting 
letters. Thus p is the number of edges of the graph (A, O). A family of words 
Wl, WE,.. •, Wp such that w, E A* will be said reconstructible if there exists at least 
one word w such that I IA,(W)= Wi for any i (1 ~< i<~p). Clearly, this implies that 
for any a in A~ c~ Aj : 
Iw, la = Iwjl  ( :  Iwla) 
A family Wl, w2, . . .  , Wp satisfying the weaker conditions: 
Iw, la=lwjla for aEA,  nA j  
will be said quasi-reconstructible. 
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Clearly, a quasi-reconstructible family is not necessarily reconstructible as the 
following example shows. 
Example 3.6. Let A={a,  b, c, d} with bc~-cb and cd=dc;  then aab, aca, bd, daa 
is not reconstructible. 
Ol  I Ot  • Let us now consider the reconstructibility of w l ,  w2 ~, ..,wp~ where 
a~, a2 , . . . ,  ap are positive integers. 
Proposition 3.7. Let (A, ~-) be a partial commutation for which the graph (A, ~)  is 
connected ; let A1, A2, . . . , Ap be the alphabets consisting of two noncommuting letters 
and wl, w2 , . . . ,  wp be a family of words such that wi ~ A* and Iwil ~ 0 for any a in 
Ai. I f  wl~, w2a:,..., wp,~ and w~,, wa2 ~, . .. , w~, are both quasi-reconstructible where 
the o~i's and fli's are strictly positive integers, then: 
 1/#1 = =.  • • = 
Proof. Let a, b, c be three letters such that a, b and a, c do not commute, and let 
Otl  ~ tg 2 ~ At={a,b}  and AE={a,c};  then Iwl I~ Iw=la, Iwf'lo Iw  lo and allWll,, 
 =lw=lo,  ,lWllo =  =lw21o which gives al/ f l l  = a2/f12. By the connectivity of (A, 0), 
for any Ak there exists a sequence Ai,, A~2,..., A~j of alphabets uch that A~ 1 -- A~, 
A~j = Ak and A~j ~ A~j+ 1~ ~. 
By the above property, ot~j/fl~j = oz~j+,/fl~+, which gives Otl/fl~ Olk/~k and the claim 
of the proposition follows. [] 
,~ ~2 w~,p be a reconstructible family of words such that Proposition 3.8. Let w~ 1, w2 , . . . ,  
I wil~ ~ o for any a in A, and let w~,, w~: , . . . ,  w~, be a quasi-reconstructible family 
with fll < 0~1. Then this family is also reconstructible. 
Proof. Let w be such that HA,(W) = w~',; by the above property fli < ai for all i. Let, 
for any letter a in A, Ta denote the number  ,lw, lo for an alphabet A~ containing 
a. Clearly, this number does not depend on the alphabet Ai by the quasi-reconstructi- 
bility of w~,. Consider the word v obtained from w conserving only the first 7a 
occurrences of any a in A; then because HA,(w) = ~' = w  , clearly HA,(V) w~', which 
gives the desired result. [] 
Theorem 3.9. Let 0 be a partial commutation on A such that the graph ( A, O) is 
connected. Let wl, WE, . . . ,  wp be a family of words for which w~, . . . ,  w~p is a 
reconstructible family for some positive integers al ,  a2,. . . , ~tp. Then any p-tuple of 
integers il l, f12, . . . , tip for which wfl, . . . , w~p is reconstructible is a multiple of  a basic 
p-tuple T~, T2 , . . . ,  Tp. 
ProoL The basic p-tuple 3'~, 72,-.- ,  79 is a quasi-reconstructible p-tuple such that 
any other quasi-reconstructible p-tuple f l~,. . . ,  tip satisfies Yl < 131. Remark that the 
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existence of a~, . . . ,  ap implies the existence of y~, . . . ,  yp. Moreover, w~',,..., w~ 
is also reconstructible by Proposition 3.8. 
Let us now verify that every other p-tuple is an integral multiple of the basic one. 
If w~,, w2~:,..., w~ is reconstructible, by Proposition 3.7 we have 
/3,/ ' ,/1 . . . . .  /3,,/'y,,. 
Let 81 be the gcd of/3~ and y~; then there exist integers /z and /x' such that 
Pill +/z'y~ = 81. Then let 8~ be the integers/x/3~ +/.t'yi for any i= 1,. . .  ,p. Clearly, 
they are such that (w~,) is a quasi-reconstructible family, it is also reconstructible 
by Proposition 3.8,and by the minimality of the basic p-tuple (y~, . . . ,  yp) we have 
BI = y~ and Yl divides/31. 
All that remains to prove is that w~ v,, . . . ,  w~Vp is a reconstructible family for any 
integer )t. But since w~',,..., w~p is reconstructible, there exists a word u such that 
HA,(U) = w~". Clearly, u x satisfies HA,(U ~) = w~ ~' which ends the proof. [] 
Corollary 3.10. I f  the graph (A, O) is connected, then there exist a word u in A* such 
that the set of words ~(w)  commuting with a given word w of A* verifies ~(w)  = [u*]. 
Proof. Consider the projections wi = HA, (w) on all the alphabets A~ of two noncom- 
oti muting letters. Let v~ be the smallest word such that w~ is a power of v~ (w; = vi ). 
Then, any word u commuting with w is such that u~ = IIA,(U) commutes with w~ and 
is a power of v~ as equality holds in the free monoid A*. From the above theorem 
there exists a sequence Tin, Y2,.. . ,  Tp of integers uch that v~" is reconstructible, 
v = HA,(V~') and that u ~ v. This ends the proof of the corollary. [] 
Corollary 3.11. For a partial commutation ~- and a word w of A* there exist words 
w l , . . . ,  Wk such that ~'(w)--[{Wa,...,  Wk}*]. Moreover, these words are written on 
disjoint alphabets. 
Proof. Let A~, A2, . . . ,  Ak be the connected components of alph(u) in the graph 
(A, O). Clearly; by the preceding corollary there exist words w i , . . . ,  Wk such that 
alph(wi) = Ai, and the set of words of A* commuting with HA,(w) is [w*]. Let us 
now consider the words Wk.m,..., Wp of length one consisting of letters of A 
commuting with all letters of the A~'s; then ~(w) iffip =tu~=l [w*]* and this gives the 
desired result. [] 
Independently, C. Duboc has obtained other proofs of Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 
3.11. 
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